
Supplementary Table 1. The definition of each autoimmune neuroinflammatory disease

Disease Definition

Anti-NMDAR encephalitis 
[15]

All three of the following criteria should be met: 
1. Rapid onset (less than 3 months) of one or more of the six following major symptoms

• Abnormal (psychiatric) behaviour or cognitive dysfunction 
• Speech dysfunction (pressured speech, verbal reduction, mutism) 
• Seizures
• Movement disorder, dyskinesias, or rigidity/abnormal postures 
• Decreased level of consciousness 
• Autonomic dysfunction or central hypoventilation

2. Presence of IgG anti-GluN1 antibodies
3. Reasonable exclusion of other disorders (CNS infections, cerebrovascular disease, neoplastic disorders, epileptic disorder, in-

born error of metabolism, mitochondrial disorder, rhematologic disorders and drug toxicity)

OMAS [16] More than three of the following criteria should be met: 
1. Opsoclonus
2. Myoclonus/ataxia
3. Behavioral change and/or sleep disturbance
4. Neuroblastoma

Other suspected auto-
immune encephalitis 
[15]

All four of the following criteria should be met: 
1. Rapid progression (less than 3 months) of working memory deficits (short-term memory loss), altered mental status, or psychi-

atric symptoms
2. Exclusion of well defined syndromes of autoimmune encephalitis (e.g., typical limbic encephalitis, Bickerstaff ’s brainstem en-

cephalitis, acute disseminated encephalomyelitis)
3. Absence of well characterised autoantibodies in serum and CSF, and at least two of the following criteria: 

• MRI abnormalities suggestive of autoimmune encephalitis*
• CSF pleocytosis, CSF-specifi c oligoclonal bands or elevated CSF IgG index, or both
• Brain biopsy showing inflammatory infiltrates and excluding other disorders (e.g., tumour)

4. Reasonable exclusion of alternative causes (CNS infections, cerebrovascular disease, neoplastic disorders, epileptic disorder, in-
born error of metabolism, mitochondrial disorder, rhematologic disorders and drug toxicity)

NMOSD [17] Diagnostic criteria for NMOSD with AQP4-IgG
1. At least 1 core clinical characteristic
2. Positive test for AQP4-IgG using best available detection method (cell-based assay strongly recommended)
3. Exclusion of alternative diagnosesa

Diagnostic criteria for NMOSD without AQP4-IgG or with unknown AQP4-IgG status
1. At least 2 core clinical characteristics occurring as a result of one or more clinical attacks and meeting all of the following re-

quirements: 
a. At least 1 core clinical characteristic must be optic neuritis, acute myelitis with LETM, or area postrema syndrome
b. Dissemination in space (2 or more different core clinical characteristics) 
c. Fulfillment of additional MRI requirements, as applicable

2. Negative tests for AQP4-IgG using best available detection method, or testing unavailable 
3. Exclusion of alternative diagnosesa

Core clinical characteristics 
1. Optic neuritis
2. Acute myelitis
3. Area postrema syndrome: episode of otherwise unexplained hiccups or nausea and vomiting
4. Acute brainstem syndrome
5. Symptomatic narcolepsy or acute diencephalic clinical syndrome with NMOSD-typical diencephalic MRI lesions
6. Symptomatic cerebral syndrome with NMOSD-typical brain lesions

Additional MRI requirements for NMOSD without AQP4-IgG and NMOSD with unknown AQP4-IgG status 
1. Acute optic neuritis: requires brain MRI showing (a) normal findings or only nonspecific white matter lesions, OR (b) optic 

nerve MRI with T2-hyperintense lesion or T1-weighted gadolinium enhancing lesion extending over 1/2 optic nerve length or 
involving optic chiasm

2. Acute myelitis: requires associated intramedullary MRI lesion extending over ≥3 contiguous segments (LETM) or ≥3 contigu-
ous segments of focal spinal cord atrophy in patients with history compatible with acute myelitis

3. Area postrema syndrome: requires associated dorsal medulla/area postrema lesions
4. Acute brainstem syndrome: requires associated periependymal brainstem lesions
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Disease Definition

CIDP [18] Both clinical and motor nerve conduction study criteria should be met for diagnosis
All three of the following clinical criteria should be met:
1. The initial symptomatology and deficits worsen (progressive or fluctuating) over a period of time ≥8 weeks
2. Preferential or at least equal involvement of large nerve fibers (motor, or vibration and proprioception) as compared with small 

sensory (pain and temperature) or autonomic nerve fibers
3. The pattern of functional involvement was that of a symmetric (less than 25% difference between sides) polyradiculoneurop-

athy. Included cases could be predominantly proximal or predominantly distal but had to have some degree of both to be in-
cluded, with 4-limb involvement by symptoms or signs. Hyporeflexia or areflexia should be present.

One of the following motor nerve conduction study criteria should be met:
1. Conduction block or temporal dispersion was seen in at least one motor nerve, and in at least one other motor nerve there 

were at least 2 of the following 3 demyelinating features: prolonged F waves, prolonged distal latency, or demyelinating con-
duction velocity

2. No conduction block or temporal dispersion was seen, but in at least 2 separate motor nerves there were 2 of the 3 demyelin-
ating features outlined previously. 

NMDAR, N-methyl D-acetyl receptor; IgG, immunoglobulin G; CNS, central nervous system; OMAS, opsoclonus-myoclonus ataxia syndrome; CSF, 
cerebrospinal fluid; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; NMOSD, neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorder; AQP4, aquaporin 4; LETM, longitudinally extensive 
transverse myelitis; CIDP, chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy.
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